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Abstract. Monitoring tumor response to therapy can enable assess-
ment of treatment efficacy, maximizing patient outcome and survival.
We employ a noninvasive, handheld laser breast scanner �LBS� based
on broadband diffuse optical spectroscopy �DOS� in conjunction with
contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging �cMRI� to assess tu-
mor response to presurgical neoadjuvant chemotherapy. DOS and
cMRI scans are performed after the first and fourth cycles of a
doxorubicin/cyclophosphamide regimen in a patient with invasive
ductal carcinoma. DOS measurements are used to quantify bulk tissue
optical and physiological parameters, which are mapped to T2- and
T1-weighted cMRI images. Initial DOS measurements show high
tumor/normal contrast in total hemoglobin concentration �THC,
56±7 versus 27±4 �M� and water fraction �81.4±1% versus
24±3%� colocalized with regions of strongly enhancing T2-wieghted
and cMRI signals. After the fourth cycle of chemotherapy, we observe
decreases in peak MRI contrast-enhancement values �37.6%� and ap-
parent lesion volume �21.9 versus 13.7 cm3�, which corresponds to
physiological changes measured by DOS, including a 20 to 25% re-
duction in the spatial extent of the tumor and a 38.7% drop in mean
total hemoglobin content �THC, 41.6 versus 23.4 �M�. These data
provide in vivo validation of the accuracy of broadband DOS and the
sensitivity of optical methods to changes in tumor physiology. © 2005
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2070147�
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1 Introduction

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy �chemotherapy prior to surgery� is
indicated for patients with locally advanced or inoperable
breast cancers to reduce both primary tumor size and lymph
node metastasis, as well as improve breast tissue conservation
during surgery.1 Early monitoring of tumor response enables
adjustments to chemotherapy dosage, agent, or delivery rate.
Studies have shown that patients with complete clinical re-
sponse have higher disease-free survival rates,2,3 thus tailoring
drug and dosage regimens to optimize tumor reaction may
increase overall patient survival.4

Accurate imaging and disease characterization can play an
important role in the management of neoadjuvant chemo-
therapy. Patient prognosis depends on both the initial extent of
disease and the clinical response.5 Dynamic contrast-
enhanced magnetic resonance imaging �MRI� methods have
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been used successfully by several groups to monitor neoadju-
vant chemotherapy.6–8 MRI evaluation of tumor size corre-
lates better to pathology than mammography and has success
in determining stage and extent of disease,9 and locating re-
sidual disease.10,11 Although MRI provides high-resolution
anatomic images, the cost of the procedure can be prohibitive
and contrast-enhanced MRI �cMRI� requires the use of exog-
enous contrast agents. In addition, functional information
from cMRI is based on vasculature and enhancement param-
eters that are dependent on several complex factors.12

Broadband diffuse optical spectroscopy �DOS� can be em-
ployed to directly measure bulk tissue composition, providing
a complementary approach to MRI that is relatively portable,
inexpensive, and noninvasive. DOS combines multifrequency
frequency-domain photon migration with continuous-wave
near-IR �NIR� spectroscopy to quantitatively measure optical
properties �absorption and scattering parameters� in thick tis-
sues over a broad spectral region �650 to 1000 nm�. NIR ab-
1083-3668/2005/10�5�/051503/9/$22.00 © 2005 SPIE
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sorption and scattering spectra are then used to determine
breast bulk tissue composition.13,14 Monitoring hemoglobin
oxygenation and concentration may play an important role as
a predictor of tumor response to chemotherapy since tumor
hypoxia and blood flow are correlated with chemotherapy re-
sistance and degree of response.15–17

Optical methods have been employed to measure subtle
physiological differences in healthy breast tissue,18–21 to de-
tect lesions in tissue with high optical contrast,22–27 and to
monitor response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy.28 Although
DOS can provide detailed quantitative physiological informa-
tion uniquely sensitive to tissue function the technique has
inherently low spatial resolution. MRI provides high-
resolution images of lesion structure that can be used to help
interpret DOS results. In addition, since DOS measures con-
centrations of biological components directly and rapidly, op-
tical methods can be used to characterize the physiological
basis of MRI enhancement patterns and kinetics. For example,
in preclinical animal model studies we have directly corre-
lated DOS signatures with tumor regions classified as “vi-
able,” “necrotic,” and “edematous” based on T2-weighted and
T1-weighted contrast enhanced29 MRI.

Recent work by Pogue et al.30 and Zhu et al.24 examine
optical images in the context of MRI and ultrasound, showing
that these radiological approaches can be used to help con-
strain the optical imaging inverse problem. Ultimately, diffuse
optical methods require more detailed knowledge regarding
the biological origins of intrinsic optical signals and their pre-
cise relationship to conventional methods.

In a previous DOS case study of a neoadjuvant subject by
Jakuboswki et al.28 we observed substantial changes in tumor
physiology as a result of tumor response to chemotherapy.
The case study presented here shows similar trends in hemo-
globin, water, and lipid during treatment, indicating that DOS
is detecting a true physiological tumor response. However, the
tumor morphology, response, treatments, and measurement
schedule were different in the two studies, so a direct com-
parison of results is not possible. Although these results were
significant, little is known about the accuracy and sensitivity
of intrinsic signal in vivo optical measurements. Few studies
compare in vivo diffuse optics data to quantitative, in vivo
clinical endpoints. Further complications arise from the fact
that endogenous optical signals are not generally derived from
the same structures that produce contrast using conventional
methods.

In this paper, we compare DOS measurements to cMRI in
a dynamic system where tumor properties are altered by che-
motherapy over a relatively brief time period. Reductions in
tumor volume of 37.6% and peak enhancement of 39.7%
were measured by cMRI, while similar size and hemoglobin
concentration changes were observed in DOS line scans.
These variations would naturally occur over a period of many
years during the appearance and progression of disease, and
would be difficult to follow in a single individual. Conse-
quently, these studies are particularly important because they
provide, for the first time, quantitative clinical endpoints that
validate DOS sensitivity to physiological changes and estab-
lish the in vivo accuracy of optical methods that probe intrin-

sic tissue signals.
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2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Subject
The subject was a 54-years-old postmenopausal female un-
dergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy for cancer of the right
breast. The patient provided informed written consent under a
protocol approved by the Committee on Human Research at
the University of California at San Francisco �UCSF� �Ap-
proval # 87987-21608-01�. The lesion was a palpable infiltrat-
ing ductal carcinoma located in the right upper outer quadrant
of the breast with an initial size of 3.8�4.3�4.3 cm, deter-
mined by MRI, prior to treatment. The subject was treated
with a chemotherapy regimen of Adriamiycin and cyclophos-
phamide �AC� followed by taxane. Right breast lumpectomy
was performed 7 weeks after the conclusion of the final Tax-
ane cycle. The excised lesion was a 3.0�2.4�2.3 cm mod-
erately differentiated infiltrating ductal carcinoma.

The combined MRI and DOS measurements were made at
two time points during the subject’s chemotherapy regimen.
The first time point was two weeks after the start of AC che-
motherapy �prior to the second cycle�, the lesion size was
3.7�3.9�3.9 cm at this time point, as determined by MRI.
The second measurement was 8 weeks after the start of che-
motherapy prior to the start of Taxane, the lesion size was
3.1�3.5�2.8 cm at this time point as determined by MRI.

2.2 MRI and Analysis
Magnetic Resonance �MR� images were acquired on a 1.5-T
GE Signa scanner �GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis-
consin� using a bilateral phased-array breast coil �MRI De-
vices Corporation, Wauksha, Wisconsin� �Fig. 1�a��. The pa-
tient was measured in the prone position with breasts placed
inside the coil �Fig. 1�b��.

Unilateral, fat-suppressed T1-weighted cMRI of the breast
was performed using a 3-D fast gradient recalled echo
�3DFGRE� sequence using the following imaging parameters:
repetition time �TR�=8.4 ms, echo time �TE�=4.2 ms, num-
ber of excitations �NEX�=2, 256�192 matrix, field of view
�FOV�=180, slice thickness=2 mm. Contrast agent
gadolinium-diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid �Gd-DTPA�
was administered at a dose of 0.1 mmol/kg using an indwell-
ing catheter. Three high-resolution images were acquired in
succession, one preceding and two following Gd-DTPA injec-
tion. Each image required 5 min for a complete scan. Central-
phase encoding lines of each data set were acquired midway
through the scan, yielding effective contrast sample times of
0, 2.5, and 7.5 min for the precontrast �S0�, early postcontrast
�S1�, and late postcontrast �S2� images, respectively. In addi-

Fig. 1 �a� Photo of breast coil and �b� photo of patient positioning for
MR exam.
tion to cMRI, T2-weighted images were acquired using a 2-D
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fast spin echo sequence with the following parameters: TR
=5500, TE=90 ms, NEX=2, 256�192 matrix, FOV
=180, slice thickness=3 mm with a 0.5-mm gap between
slices.

Gd-DTPA-enhancement kinetics were analyzed by seg-
menting the lesion into regions that continued to enhanced
between S1 and S2 �progressive enhancement� and areas that
showed a signal decrease between S1 and S2 �washout�. Image
regions with S1�70% are blacked out and not included in the
analysis. Tumor volume was determined by manually delin-
eating the tumor region of interest on each sagittal slice of the
first postcontrast images �S1�. Total tumor volume was calcu-
lated by summing the region of interest volumes from each
slice.

2.3 DOS Instrumentation
The laser breast scanner �LBS� �Fig. 2�a�� is a bedside-
capable system that combines frequency-domain photon mi-
gration �FDPM� with steady state �SS� tissue spectroscopy.
The LBS determines the NIR absorption ��a� and scattering
spectra ��s�� of breast tissue in vivo. Detailed descriptions of
the instrumentation and theory have been provided
elsewhere.14 The FDPM component uses 6 fiber-coupled laser
diodes �658, 682, 785, 810, 830, and 850 nm�. These laser
diodes are intensity-modulated at frequencies ranging from
50 to 600 MHz in 401 steps. Tissue optical properties
��a ,�s�� at each diode wavelength are determined by simul-
taneously fitting the frequency-dependent phase and ampli-
tude of the optical signals to a P1 approximation to the trans-

Fig. 2 �a� Photo of laser breast scanner and �b� photo and �c� diagram
of the handheld probe containing an avalanche photodiode �APD�,
FDPM fiber bundle, and SS source and detector fibers.
port equation for a semi-infinite geometry with an
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extrapolated boundary condition.14,31 Instrument response
functions are determined by measuring a phantom with
known optical properties.

The SS component of the LBS consists of a high-intensity
tungsten-halogen source and a spectrometer. Diffuse reflec-
tance spectra are measured using a 1-mm fiber coupled to a
CCD-cooled imaging spectrometer �Oriel Inc.� between 650
and 1000 nm in 2-nm increments. The FDPM and SS infor-
mation are used together to produce complete NIR �a and �s�
spectra.13 Noninvasive tissue measurements are made using a
handheld probe equipped with a FDPM laser fiber bundle, an
APD, and SS source and detector fibers �Figs. 2�b� and 2�c��.
The source and detector separation was 28 mm, from which
we estimate an average penetration depth of 6 mm in the
tissue. The total measurement time to generate complete NIR
absorption and scattering spectra from a single position is
typically about 30 to 45 s.

Data were analyzed with custom software developed in
Matlab �version 6.0.0.88, The MathWorks, Inc�. The absorp-
tion properties of the tissue are used to determine quantitative
concentration measurements of oxygenated hemoglobin �Hb-
O�, deoxygenated hemoglobin �Hb-R�, water, and lipid. The
exact algorithm has been discussed in detail elsewhere.13,14

Other NIR tissue absorbers such as myoglobin and cyto-
chrome are assumed to have a negligible contribution to light
absorption in breast tissue. From these parameters total hemo-
globin concentration ��THC�= �Hb-R�+ �Hb-O2�� and tissue
hemoglobin oxygenation saturation �StO2= �Hb-O2� / �THC�
�100%� are calculated. The wavelength dependence of scat-
tering follows the power law �s�=A�−scatter power. The expo-
nent scatter power has been related to the average size of the
scattering particle32 and can provide insight into the structure
and composition of the breast, such as the relative abundance
of collagen, fat, and epithelial tissues.18

2.4 Combined Measurement Technique
Eleven positions were marked on the right breast �tumor side�
using DOS �Fig. 3�. Each position, spaced 1 cm apart, was
located on a line centered across the lesion, starting at the
most superior-medial location. As a control, six positions
were measured on the left breast �normal side� in the same
location, but with intervals of 2 cm, resulting in a scan that
was the same length as on the lesion side �10 cm�. The posi-

Fig. 3 Eleven DOS measurements were taken at 1.0-cm intervals
across the lesion and surrounding normal tissue from superior to in-
ferior in the right upper outer quadrant. Six DOS measurements were
taken at 2.0-cm intervals on the identical location on the left upper
outer quadrant.
tions of the DOS line scans were marked with a surgical pen.
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DOS measurements were correlated to MR image loca-
tions by using vitamin A tablets, which enhance on non-fat-
suppressed MR and can be located by skin deformation on
fat-suppressed images. The fiducials were placed on each of
the premarked DOS positions and affixed to the skin surface
with tape. Immediately after the MRI, the fiducials were re-
moved and DOS measurements were performed on each of
the marked locations. To assess measurement reproducibility,
each line scan was repeated twice. DOS measurements were
made with the subject in the supine position in contrast to
MRI, which was performed with the subject in the prone po-
sition.

3 Results
Fat-suppressed T1-weighted sagittal cMRI of the right breast
taken 14 days after the initial AC chemotherapy cycle re-
vealed a 3.7�3.9�3.9 cm invasive ductal carcinoma with a
central area of necrosis and strong peripheral rim enhance-
ment in the upper lateral right breast �Fig. 4�a��. The compo-
sition of the surrounding breast tissue is mostly fatty, as indi-
cated by the dark T1 regions. The T2-weighted sagittal image
of the same breast shows increased intensity in the central
area of the tumor mass, indicating high water content in the
necrotic core �Fig. 4�b��. The vitamin A fiducial is represented
by a skin indentation above the lesion. The calculated tumor
volume was 21.9 cm3.

Figure 5 shows 11 reconstructed Gd-DTPA-enhanced axial
images of the lesion. Fiducials can be seen as skin indenta-

Table 1 Comparisons of changes in MR- and DOS-de

Tumor
Volume �cm3�

Peak
Enhancement
�top 5% of

voxels,
% above t0�

Percentage
of Tumor
Volume

with Gd-DTPA
�washout� va

Postchemo
1

21.9 271.8 51.3

Postchemo
4

13.7 163.9 26.1

Difference
�%�

−37.6 −39.7 −49.1

Fig. 4 Fat-suppressed MR images of a 5.4-year-old postmenopausal
woman with a 3.7�3.9�3.9 cm invasive ductal carcinoma after one
cycle of chemotherapy: �a� Gd-DTPA contrast-enhanced sagittal slice
and �b� T2-weighted sagittal slice. Arrows point to vitamin A fiducials.
Journal of Biomedical Optics 051503-
tions on the images at positions 1 and 11. The images contain
fiducial 1 on slice 106 and fiducial 11 on slice 206. Thus,
every tenth slice approximates a DOS line scan position. The
images show that the DOS linescan samples both tumor �po-
sitions 5 to 9� and surrounding normal tissues �positions 1 to
3 and 10 to 11�. Since the tumor is located at the skin surface,
DOS positions 6 to 8 sample primarily tumor tissue with little
or no contribution of normal tissue to the signal.

DOS-derived parameters of the right breast �Figs. 6�a� and
6�b�� show that the tumor is located primarily between posi-
tions 5 and 9. There were significant differences between tis-
sue at the lesion center �positions 6 and 7� compared to the
periphery. There was a threefold to fourfold increase in water
content �81.4±1% versus 24±3%, respectively�, and a 2- to
2.5-fold increase in THC �56±7 �M versus 27±4 �M�.
Concurrently, there were large reductions in lipid content �13
to 30% versus 78±2%� and STO2 �66±0.2% versus
78±1%�. The scatter power increased from 0.3 to 0.7 in nor-
mal tissue to 1.1±0.1 at the center of the lesion and the scat-
tering is 0.86±0.05 mm−1 at 658 nm for all positions �Fig.
6�c��.

Figures 6�d� and 6�e� show DOS-derived parameters for
the identical location on the left normal breast. Average lipid
content is 87±9%, average water content is 15.0±1%, aver-
age THC is 21.8±3 �M, and average oxygen saturation is
82.1±2%, which are typical values for fatty postmenopausal

arameters demonstrating response to therapy.

M�
StO2 �peak
values, %�

THC
Average

Values ��M�

Water
Content
Average

Values �%�

Lipid
Content
Average

Values �%�

74.9 41.6 44.4 48.6

68.1 23.4 36.8 71.9

−9.1 −43.7 −17.1 +33.0

Fig. 5 Reconstructed axial images of the lesion in Fig. 1. The 11 im-
ages correspond to the discrete DOS measurement sites. Fiducial at
position 1 appeared on axial image 106 and fiducial at position 11
appeared on image 206. Thus, every tenth image was chosen to ap-
proximate a DOS measurement point.
rived p

THC
�peak

lues, �

56.02

34.3

−38.7
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breast.18 Values are relatively constant over the region mea-
sured. The scatter power is 0.30 to 0.56 and �s� at 658 nm is
0.64 to 0.85 mm−1 in the normal breast with a steady in-
crease in value superior-medial to inferior-lateral. Physiologi-
cal concentrations in the left breast are similar to those in the
normal tissue of the right breast.

MRI examination 14 days after the fourth cycle of AC
revealed a 3.1�3.5�2.8 cm lesion, a 5 to 10-mm reduction
in each dimension from the previous MRI, with a reduced
tumor volume of 13.7 cm3 �Fig. 7�. Changes in enhancement

Fig. 6 Corresponding DOS-derived results for the 11 measurement po
determined at 1-cm intervals over the lesion and surrounding tissue.
identical location on the contralateral breast at 2.0-cm intervals. Erro
kinetics were determined by segementing the lesion into re-
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gions with different enhancement kinetics. Figure 8 shows
enhancement kinetic maps of a sagittal slice through the le-
sion obtained from cMRIs at both time points. Image regions
where contrast enhancement at the late postcontrast time point
�S2� is greater than the early postcontrast time point �S1� rep-
resent progressive enhancement and are colored blue �dark
gray�. Pixels where S1�S2 correspond to regions that en-
hance quickly and wash out, these regions are colored yellow
�light gray�. After one cycle of AC 51.3% of the tumor dis-
played contrast agent washout, after the fourth cycle, 26.1%

in Fig. 2�a� and 2�b� physiological and �c� scattering parameters were
l tissue physiological �d� and scattering parameters �e� taken on the
epresent standard deviation of repeat measurements.
sitions
Norma
of the tumor displayed contrast agent washout. Peak enhance-
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ment also decreased, after one cycle of AC, the mean percent
enhancement �PE� value for the top 5% of enhancing voxels
in the digitized MRI is 271.8% above background. After the
fourth cycle of chemotherapy, the corresponding mean PE
was 163.9%. These changes indicate that a reduction in con-
trast enhancement and signal washout has occurred in the le-
sion, in conjunction with a drop in tumor size.

DOS results for both time points are shown in Figs.
9�a�–9�d�. The shapes of the linescans indicate that all mea-
sured parameters are sensitive to the decrease in tumor size.
FWHM scans of water, THC, and lipid reveal a �1-cm drop
in tumor size �Figs. 9�a�–9�c��, while StO2 values change over
a region corresponding to �2 cm �Fig. 9�d��. There is a
43.7% overall reduction in total hemoglobin concentration
�41.6 versus 23.4 �M� and the peak water concentration is
similar at both time points �81 versus 75%�. However, there is
a 17.1% reduction in the overall water content of the lesion
�44.4 versus 36.8%�, a 7% decrease in StO2, and the lipid
content has increased by two- to three-fold in all positions
across the tumor.

Table 1 compares changes in cMRI anatomic and kinetic
parameters with DOS calculations. The 39.7% decrease in
peak enhancement is indicative of vascular perfusion changes
and agrees well with the 38.7% drop in total hemoglobin con-

Fig. 7 Maximum intensity projections of the lesion �a� after one cycle
of chemotherapy and �b� after four cycles of chemotherapy. The lesion
measures 3.7�3.9�3.9 cm in �a� versus 3.1�3.5�2.8 in �b�.

Fig. 8 Enhancement kinetic maps for the lesion �a� after one chemo c

enhancement and yellow �light gray� pixels correspond to contrast agent wa
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tent determined by DOS. The 37.6% reduction in tumor vol-
ume is commensurate with optical measurements that show a
33% increase in lipid.

4 Discussion
One of the primary goals of this work is to evaluate whether
DOS-derived physiological maps correspond to tumor struc-
tural features and perfusion dynamics determined by MRI and
cMRI �Figs. 4–6�. In Fig. 4, the central area of necrosis is
shown as a region of high intensity on T2-weighted MRI and
low Gd-DTPA enhancement on cMRI, indicating high water
content and low blood perfusion, respectively. DOS measure-
ments of high tumor water content, low StO2 and low �s� are
in excellent agreement with these findings. These results
match our previous observations from animal model studies
for fluid-filled tumors with low cellularity.29

High Gd-DTPA enhancement associated with hypervascu-
lar tissue at the rim of the lesion is marked by high THC
levels. Although there is no significant Gd-DTPA enhance-
ment in the center of the tumor, DOS measures an increased
concentration of hemoglobin in this region. This is due to the
fact that Gd-DTPA enhancement is based solely on tissue per-
fusion, while DOS detects hemoglobin in the well-perfused
tumor rim as well as the more static core.

The reconstructed axial T1 images representing DOS mea-
surement positions reveal that DOS-derived parameters gen-
erally correspond to the anatomic extent of the tumor as es-
tablished by MRI. For example, the tumor size determined by
MRI ��4 cm� agrees well with the �4 cm FWHM of the
DOS-derived lipid line scan. Note that the FWHM of the
DOS-derived THC line scans shows elevated hemoglobin lev-
els over �5 cm �positions 4 to 9�. This discrepancy suggests
that the spatial extent of functional contrast in tissue is not
confined to the precise tumor anatomic diameter. Thus, DOS
measurements of lipid and hemoglobin appear to define tumor
anatomic and functional dimension, respectively.

d �b� after four chemo cycles. Blue �dark gray� represent progressive
ycle an

shout.
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MRI axial images with the greatest tumor cross section and
closest proximity to the skin �positions 6 and 7� match DOS
measurement positions with the highest contrast in physi-
ological parameters. Note that lipid values at position 6 and 7
are lower than expected for breast tissue �13 to 30%�. This
can be explained by the fact that the tumor is superficial and,
in these locations, DOS samples tissue with very little adi-
pose. The dramatic tumor/normal contrast is due in part to
superficial location of the lesion. Although deeper lesions will
have a greater contribution of normal tissue to the signal �and
less contrast�; this is not well characterized. For these cases,
depth information provided by radiographic or optical tomog-
raphic techniques can be used to better isolate tumor optical
properties and contrast.33 In addition, our previous studies
show that contrast in water and hemoglobin can be significant
even for deeper lesions.22,28,34 Depth information provided by
radiographic or optical tomographic techniques can be used to
better isolate the tumor optical properties of deeper lesions.

The effects of chemotherapy further support MRI/DOS
anatomic and functional correlations. Reduction in tumor size
determined by DOS linescan FWHM changes ��1 cm for
water, lipid, and THC linescans� generally agree with changes
in dimension established by MRI �0.4 to 1.4 cm, Fig. 7�.
Studies comparing MRI size estimation to surgical methods
have reported that histological regression due to chemo-

35

Fig. 9 Comparison of DOS-derived �a� water content, �b� total hemogl
lesion after one cycle of chemotherapy and four cycles of chemother
therapy can effect MRI prediction of tumor size. In addition,
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MRI underestimates tumors with mixed in situ and invasive
components.36 Note also that DOS measurements were made
at 1.0-cm intervals, thus the coarseness of resolution of DOS
may also play a role in determining lesion size.

Changes in quantitative parameters derived from cMRI
also correlate with DOS-derived physiological parameters.
The decrease in tumor volume �37.6%� corresponds to an in-
crease in tumor lipid over all positions �33%� between the two
time points. The increase in lipid content reflects the greater
contribution of normal �fatty� breast tissue to the weighted
average of the DOS signal, which occurs with a decrease in
tumor volume. Peak water content levels are similar at both
time points �81 versus 75%�, reflecting the absence of signifi-
cant alterations in the fluid-filled necrotic center of the lesion.
Further support that peak water signals primarily reflect a
fluid-filled structure is provided by the concomitant decrease
in scattering, shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�. The overall water
content �determined from all positions� has decreased �17%
following chemotherapy, since the tumor has remained super-
ficial through treatment the decrease in water is probably due
to peripheral changes in tumor edema and cellularity. In
deeper lesions, the tumor will shrink away from the skin sur-
face and a greater contribution of normal tissue to the signal
will indicate a reduction in size in addition to FWHM changes

ncentration, �c� lipid content, and �d� tissue oxygen saturation for the
e full width half maximum �FWHM� is indicated on each linescan.
obin co
apy. Th
in the linescan.
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Note that the size of the lesion has not changed dramati-
cally, but overall total hemoglobin has decreased considerably
�41.6 versus 23.4 �M� which is validated by a �40% de-
crease in peak enhancement and an overall reduction in signal
washout in cMRI �Fig. 8 and Table 1�.

Contrast-enhancement intensity relative to background re-
lates to the perfusion of Gd-DTPA within a region of tissue.
Changes in peak PE are used to characterize tumor
vascularity.11,37 Furthermore, enhancement kinetics is related
to vessel permeability, microvascular density, and histological
grade of the lesion where enhancement washout is related to
greater permeability and blood flow in the lesion and indica-
tive of malignancy.38,39 cMRI measurements clearly show a
reduction in lesion perfusion and diminished vascular perme-
ability following therapy. These observations confirm that sig-
nificant functional response can occur in diseased tissue that
cannot be assessed by changes in lesion size alone. The de-
crease in tumor cellularity and vasculature measured by DOS
and cMRI is consistent with the cytotoxic and antiangiogenic
action of AC therapy.40–42

Evaluation of StO2 in relation to other parameters is essen-
tial to understanding tumor growth and regression. Since hy-
poxic tumors have been found to be more resistant to chemo-
therapy, StO2 may be an important index for predicting tumor
response.43 PET studies using radiolabeled water and glucose
have shown that decreased blood flow is a predictor of
response.15 Thus decreased THC in conjunction with de-
creased StO2, as observed in this patient, may provide a
strong indicator of tumor necrosis. Mankoff et al.15 also dem-
onstrated that decreases in blood flow correlated with degree
of response, indicating the importance of quantifying changes
in vascular parameters. Since relative changes in calculated
DOS parameters and quantitative cMRI kinetic enhancement
values are comparable �Table 1� our data provide additional
support for the idea that DOS and cMRI are sensitive to simi-
lar hemodynamic processes. These results suggest that DOS
has potential as a stand-alone bedside monitoring device for
chemotherapy.

By combining DOS with MRI we are able to more accu-
rately classify tissue types and enhance lesion diagnostic and
prognostic capabilities in vivo. In addition, optical methods
can be used to understand the origin of complex vascular
factors involved in cMRI enhancement kinetics since tissue
component concentrations are measured directly and not
inferred.44 One source of error in our approach is related to
the different position of the patient for the MRI scan �prone�
versus the DOS measurement �supine�. In future work, we
hope to improve the coregistration of the two techniques by
acquiring data under identical conditions.

5 Conclusions
This study used high-resolution cMRI to validate DOS-
measured physiological changes in a patient with invasive
ductal carcinoma undergoing chemotherapy. The DOS-
derived physiological data correlate with cMRI measurements
of necrosis, vasculature, and lesion size. Quantitative changes
in kinetic parameters derived from cMRI correlate with DOS-
derived physiological parameters, primarily total hemoglobin,
oxygen saturation, and water content. Our results also validate

the sensitivity of DOS to physiological changes in tissue, con-

Journal of Biomedical Optics 051503-
firming our previous work monitoring lesion response to neo-
adjuvant chemotherapy.
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